WHY?

8:46

I CAN'T BREATHE

WHY?

8:46

THE STREETS WILL NOW SPEAK FOR ME!

LIFE

LOSTING...AND WE CLOSE OUR EYES
BECAUSE WE GET TIRED OF FIGHTING
AND WE WONDER IF GOD'S WORDS
ARE TRUE...WILL YOU BE WITH US
UNTIL THE END OR TIME OR UNTIL
THE WORLD WATCHES US DIE
AS ROLLING LIKE
A SHOT "CUT"
I WILL WATCH A BLACK MAN
AS WE STAND BY?
EVEN LOOKED IN THIS?
EVERY BLACK MAN?
EVERY HEART KEEPS
EVERY HEART FELT OUR LONELINESS
THEY GO ON US...
THEY TREAT US LIKE PREDATORS
WHEN WE KNEEL IN PEACE YOU
CALL FOLL"...WHEN WE PLEAD FOR
OUR LIVES WHILE YOU KNEAL ON
OUR NECKS WITH YOUR HANDS IN
OUR DOCKET LIKE THIS IS JUST
ANOTHER DAY...

BREATH

I GO SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS TO
UNANSWERED PRAYERS BECAUSE IF I
STOP BELIEVING IN LIFE THEN WHAT?
SO I GO TO THE VERSES AND
SEE IF I CAN FIND PEACE IN THE
MIDST OF THIS DAY BECAUSE I'M NOT
OK... THAT FOR 400 YEARS... OUR BLACK
LIVES DO NOT SEEM TO MATTER... TO ANYONE
BUT OUR MOTHERS, CHILDREN AND LOVERS

DEATH

George Floyd's LAST WORDS INCLUDES
MULTIPLE CALLS OF "I CAN'T BREATHE" AND
CALLING FOR HIS MAMA... "WHEN WILL YOU LISTEN?
WHEN WILL YOU LISTEN?"

Luke 8: 46 BUT JESUS SAID SOMEBODY
TOUCHED ME FOR I PERCEIVED POWER
GOING OUT FROM ME

John 8: 46 WHICH OF YOU CONVICTS ME?
AND IF I TELL YOU THE TRUTH, WHY
DO YOU NOT BELIEVE ME?
24th April 2020  Friday
I play this fun game with JoJo.
So how you play is like JoJo runs around the house and I chase her and then JoJo stops then gose the other way.

27th April 2020
I started a paper thing girl Negora.
Hates my photography it's bad and it won't be it grossly people be in are family.

28th April 2020
I make a game with it's really fun.
We came on ether side outside and then bow and then we run and can do Jo karate.
My Friend's Alvardo 2020
HANGING WITH MY SNAKE!

Meet Bobbi!
Bobbi is my snake!
She is a ball python, and I got her from a kind school teacher!
I WILL REMEMBER DOING ONLINE SCHOOL WITH MOST
Memories of COVID

Stuff we did to pass the time while stuck at home

Scratch baking + cooking
Like billions of other people, I found welcome distraction in learning to cook new things, like French bread, pizza dough, and even homemade seitan. I created a sourdough starter too but haven’t used it much (yet).

The quest for the perfect face mask
Between my astigmatism and small nose, I’ve found it nearly impossible to wear a mask safely without my glasses fogging up, falling off, or sitting askew and distorting my vision.

Finally created a blog (...even if it only has four entries so far...)

Built a Rube Goldberg machine with Wesley that, upon turning on the faucet, delivered a bar of soap into your hands 10 steps later.

Started playing Minecraft
The summer of 2020, in which our responses to the kids’ endless Minecraft talk evolved from “mm-hmm, that’s nice, dear” to “how do I construct my pikake like that??”

Gardening experiments
...including basic veggies, alfalfa sprouts, and apple + avocado seedlings.

Digital music making
I finally installed Ableton + FL Studio and started learning how to produce digital music (after decades of wanting to...).
we have developed a loose daily routine, a certain rhythm of the day...
FULL MOON OVER DESTITUTE BEACH
I've been feeling pretty lonely lately.

I miss my friends.

I miss going out to eat.

I miss dance.

There's things that make it better, like facetimeing Etta, and virtual ballet classes.

And Molly being home.

But it's not the same.

This sucks.
TWENTY TWENTY
we did it.
1. We are grateful to gather today at BZ Corner to share a meal and this time with our family all together. We’re so thankful for our health, for our strong family relationships and for the life force that animates our days.

2. The town we know as White Salmon was part of the home of the Klickitat tribe, now part of the Yakama Confederated Nations. In the 1850s, The Klickitat Tribe sold land to the town of White Salmon to build land during the Yakama Wars of 1855, but they would later rebuild.

3. In 1858, white settlers moved in after the Klickitat and Yakama lost the fight for their homelands in the Yakama War. The Klickitat were forced to relocate to the Yakama Reservation where some of them continue to live today. There is a small piece of land at the mouth of the White Salmon river where the local tribes retain fishing rights and some live year-round, but without federal recognition.

4. We acknowledge that we are on territory formally inhabited by the Chinook, Yakama, Wasco and Wishram tribes. We admire that indigenous people from the past had a different kind of relationship with the animals and the land around them, and we understand that these people continue to live among us today. We’re so grateful to be able to live on this land.